
A UCAS Conservatoires’ performance hinges 
on clear, direct connections between every 
department, every prospect, and every constituent 
within physical and virtual reach of your campus. 
Your constituents are busy managing endless 
details and pressures. Better connections mean 
better everything: more effective communication, 
better responsiveness, more efficient processes 
and more informed decisions. Quercus enables 
those connections and has a platform to create 
an integrated digital campus. It’s a robust student 
information system that provides collaboration 
and a productive online experience. Quercus 
Admissions can help your conservatoire with key 
benefits, including: 

● Managing the application lifecycle to process  
for UCAS Conservatoires

● Reducing duplicate workstreams by sharing  
real time updates across departments

● Gaining visibility into decision workflows and 
relevant decisions on applicants’ choice level

Total visibility
Quercus Admissions supports UCAS 
Conservatoires service through its connection 
to UCAS and retrieves the UCAS Conservatoires 
applications or applicant data on a course level. 
As an administrator, you can view the application 
data and take decisions on applicants. By having 
one source of truth for Conservatoire applications, 
providing real-time decision making, seamless 
communication and instant updates for both the 
applicants and institutions, you are in the driver’s 
seat. All with the reassurance that Ellucian Quercus 
is regulatory compliant.
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Application flexibility
UCAS Conservatoires applicants can apply for the 
same course instance (choice), but for different 
instruments in Quercus. A UCAS Conservatoires 
applicant could submit two separate applications 
for the UCAS course code with two different 
instruments. Quercus maintains and applies the 
correct decision codes for the UCAS Conservatoires 
applications. Users can view these codes in 
values of the ‘Decision/Replies’ column, which the 
system displays on the corresponding pages in the 
admissions application.

Trouble-free implementation  
and maintenance
Ellucian manages Quercus in the cloud, so you 
don’t have to worry about IT maintenance. 
Ellucian handles all monitoring, performance 
tuning, support and managing the delivery and 
implementation of any solution upgrades.  
Our implementation approach is resourced with 
highly trained and experienced Ellucian staff or  
our certified partners, all of whom focus on your 
higher education business outcomes.

Charting the digital future of higher education with cloud-ready technology solutions and services,  
Ellucian serves more than 2,700 customers and 26 million students in over 50 countries.  
To find out what’s next in higher education solutions and services, visit Ellucian at www.ellucian.com/emea-ap.

Features to  streamline workflows
There are many efficiencies that administrators 
using Quercus leverage such as:

● UCAS reference data task to populate  
reference values when processing applications 
on a choice level

● Capture application data in UCAS Conservatoires 
views from UCAS’s Hercules on a choice level so 
applications can be processed efficiently

● Apply an audition pending status to applicants on 
a single or bulk decision page

● Create a pre-registered student when a UCAS 
Conservatoires candidate is in GU/1 status – 
individually or as a bulk option

● Indicate study type, first instrument, and 
second instrument fields on the single and bulk 
decision pages

● Store and send instrument details along with 
many other transactions to UCAS

● Display course and instrument data 

● Get an overview of the course and instrument 
data when an applicant applies to two different 
first instruments with the same course code

● View the choice details applied by the applicant 
at other institutions

● Resolve errors on applicants that are acknowledged 
by UCAS and amend details to fix them

● Lock the UCAS decisions for applicants and allow 
only confirmation amendment and withdrawal 
transactions
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